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Let R[:]=R[:1 , :2 , ..., :n] (where :1=1) be a real, unitary, finitely generated,
commutative, and associative algebra. We consider functions f (z)= f (ni=1 xi:i)
which map R[:]n=[ni=1 ai:i | 1in, ai # R] into R[:]=finite dimensional
subspaces of [k # N0
n bk:k | bk # R, k=(k1 , ..., kn) # Nn0] where N0=[0, 1, 2, ...]. We
impose a total order on an algorithmically defined basis B for R[:]. The resulting
algebra and ordered basis will be written as (R[:], <). We then use this basis to
define a norm & }& on (R[:], <). Continuous functions, differentiable functions,
and the concept of Riemann integration will then be defined and discussed in this
new setting. We then show that # f (z) dz=0 when f (z) is a continuous and dif-
ferentiable function defined in a simply connected region G/R[:]n/(R[:], <)
containing the closed path #.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In his paper, ‘‘A Simple Generalization of Analytic Function Theory,’’
I. J. Good [1] asks the question: What is the widest possible class of
algebras for which there is a strong analogue of complex variable theory
when contour integration is used? (I have slightly rephrased the question
for simplicity.) W. C. Waterhouse [2] and P. S. Pedersen [3] using dif-
ferent methods partially answered the question by showing that Cauchy’s
Integral Theorem is valid for a function defined on a real, finite dimen-
sional, commutative, and associative algebra provided that the function has
a continuous derivative in a simply connected region containing the closed
path over which the integral is to be performed.
Let R[:]=R[:1 , :2 , ..., an] (where :1=1) be a real, unitary, finitely
generated commutative, and associative algebra. It is well-known that
R[:]$R[ y]I where I is an ideal of the polynomial ring R[ y]=
R[ y1 , y2 , ..., yn], y1=1. (The nonstandard usage of setting y1=1 will sim-
plify the notation later on.) In general these algebras are infinite dimen-
sional. In this paper we consider Cauchy’s Integral Theorem for the case of
continuous, differentiable functions mapping R[:]n=[ni=1 ai :i | ai # R]
into R[:].
In order to talk about continuous functions in this general setting we
will need to define a topology for the algebra. We will do this by using a
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norm defined in terms of an algorithmically generated ordered basis for the
algebra. The algebra plus its ordered basis will be written (R[:], <).
(Using this specific basis will simplify some of our calculations.) We will
need to consider such basic concepts as differentiation and Riemann
integration in this new setting. We then show that Cauchy’s Integral
Theorem is valid for a function mapping R[:]n into (R[:], <) provided
the function has a continuous derivative in a simply connected region con-
taining the closed path over which the integral is to be performed. Our
result contains all previously mentioned results as special cases.
We prove Cauchy’s Integral Theorem in this setting by following the
general approach developed in K. Knopp’s book [4] which is an elegant
presentation of Goursat’s original method.
Previous papers of the author [57] have shown that the types of
algebra dealt with in this paper form the natural setting in which to find
polynomial solutions of systems of constant coefficient PDE’s and this
paper continues his research in this general area. Applying analytical
techniques to these (in general infinite-dimensional) algebras was initiated
by P. S. Pedersen in [6].
1. NOTATION
R will denote the real numbers, N will denote the positive integers, N0
will denote the non-negative integers, and Nn0 will represent all n-tuples of
elements from N0 . For k=(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) # Nn0 we use the standard nota-
tion :k=:k11 :
k2
2 } } } :
kn
n . For y=( y1 , y2 , ..., yn), ( g1( y), g2( y), ..., gt( y)) is
the ideal in R[ y] (the ring of polynomials in y1 , y2, ..., yn with coefficients
from R) generated by polynomials g1( y), g2( y), ..., gt( y). For k, m # Nn0
we will write km if k(i)m(i) for 1in. If A is a finite set, we let
NA=[i # N | 1i|A|] and if A is countably infinite NA will simply
mean N.
2. ALGEBRAS
All algebras considered in this paper will be real, unitary, finitely
generated, commutative, and associative. The word algebra will refer to
algebras of this type.
Since our algebras are finitely generated we may write them in the form
R[:]=R[:1 , :2 , ..., :n] where :1 , :2 , ..., :n are linearly independent over R
(we set :1=1).
Now the :i solve a system of polynomial relations
I=[Q( y) # R[ y1 , y2 , ..., yn]=R[ y] | Q(:)=0]. (2.1)
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It is easily verified that I is an ideal. Conversely, if I is any ideal in R[ y]
then there exists an algebra R[:] so that I is the set of polynomial rela-
tions which :1 , :2 , ..., :n jointly solve. The following theorem shows the
relationship between these two concepts.
Theorem 2.1. Given an algebra R[:] there exists an ideal I in R[ y] so
that R[:]$R[ y]I. Conversely, given an ideal I in R[ y] there exists an
algebra R[:] so that R[:]$R[ y]I.
Proof. This is a standard result in algebra. The isomorphism is
:i W [ yi] where [yi] is the residue class corresponding to yi in R[ y]I.
Q.E.D.
Since we require that :1 , :2 , ..., :n be linearly independent over R we
know that I{R[ y]. Also, R[:] is, in general, an infinite-dimensional
linear space.
We now find an ordered basis for our algebra.
For k=(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) # Nn0 and for 1in we define
(a) |k|=|k| 1=k1+k2+ } } } +kn
and
(b) |k| i=ki+ki+1+ } } } +kn .
We use this definition to define a total order < on Nn0 as follows:
For k, m in Nn0 we write k<m,
(a) if |k| 1<|m| 1 or
(b) if |k| i=|m| i for i=1, 2, ,..., t&1 and |k| t<|m| t .
It follows that < is a total order on Nn0 . It also follows that if u, v, w # N
n
0
and if u<v then u+w<v+w. We use this ordering to algorithmically
define an ordered vector space basis for our algebra:
R[:] has the following basis B:
(a) :1=1 # B
(b) :m # B if :m  SpanR[:k | k<m]. (2.2)
This immediately leads to the following total ordering on B:
For :k, :m # B we write :k<:m if k<m.
For k, m # Nn0 we will also use the obvious notation km if k<m or
km. Similarly, for : j, :m # B we write : j:m if : j<:m or : j=:m.
Although we are using < for two different total orderings there can
be no confusion because they are defined on different sets. We will use
JB to designate the index set corresponding to B, that is to say, JB=
[k # Nn0 | :
k # B]. We will use (R[:], <) to denote the algebra and the way
in which the ordered basis is to be generated.
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The projection operators ?i : (R[:]<)  R (for i # JB) are defined by
?i \ :k # JB ak:
k+=ai .
So for ; # (R[:], <) we have ;=k # JB ?k(;):
k and ?k(;)=0 for all but
finitely many k.
Setting R+=[r # R | r0] we define the map &b&: (R[:], <)  R+ by
&;&= sup
k # JB
|?k(;)|.
&b& is, of course, a norm.
Since JB is countable, there exists a map
\: JB  NJB/N
with the property \(k1)<\(k2)  k1<k2 .
For s # \(JB) we also define JB, s=[k # JB | 1\(k)s] and
R[:]s=SpanR[:k | k # JB, s , 1\(k)s].
So, for example R[:]n=[ni=1 ai:i | ai # R].
3. TOPOLOGY AND FUNCTIONS
For each s, with the topology induced by & b &, (R[:], <)s is homeo-
morphic to a finite-dimensional Euclidean space and assumes the strong
properties of those spaces. In particular, a sequence [;i] in (R[:], <)s is
Cauchy if \=>0 _M # N so that &;i&;j&<= \i, j>M. We also have that
Cauchy sequences converge since for every k we have that [?k(;i)] is a
convergent sequence of real numbers.
Set z=ni=1 xi:i . The functions we are concerned with are mappings
from subsets of the finite-dimensional vector space R[:]n into finite-
dimensional subspaces of (R[:], <). Our functions will have the form f (z)
where xi , 1in, are real variables. We let
8(z)
designate the set of functions of this type. Given any such f (z) we require
that there exist s # N so that Range( f )/R[:]s .
8(z, s)
will represent the set of all such functions from R[:]n to R[:]s .
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A function f (z) is continuous at z0 # R[:]n if \=>0 _$>0 so that
& f (z)& f (z0)&<= whenever &z&z0&<$.
Theorem 3.1 (On Uniform Continuity). If f (z) is continuous in a region
containing compact set E of R[:]n , then given =>0 there exist $>0 so that
if &z$&z"&<$ for z$ and z" in E then & f (z$)& f (z")&<=.
Proof. We omit the proof of this well-known result regarding mappings
between Euclidean spaces. Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.2. If f (z) is continuous in a region containing the compact
set E of R[:]n then supz # E & f (z)& exists and is finite.
Proof. Let ==1 and $>0 be as in Theorem 3.1. By the HeineBorel
Theorem we can cover E with a finite number of neighborhoods
[z | &z&zi&<$], i=1, ..., m. Now given any z # E there exists i, 1im,
so that & f (z)&<& f (zi)&+1. Hence supz # E & f (z)&<max1im & f (zi)&+1
exists and is finite. Q.E.D.
It is not difficult to show that polynomials in z with coefficients from
(R[:], <) are continuous.
A function f (z) will be said to be differentiable at z0 # R[:] if there exists
$>0 so that there exist functions f $(z0) # 8(z0), w(z0 , 2z) # 8(z0)_8(2z)
so that for all &2z&=&ni=1 xi :i&<$ we have
f (z0+2z)= f (z0)+ f $(z0) 2z+w(z0 , 2z) where lim
2z  0
w(z0 , 2z)
&2z&
=0.
(3.0)
Lemma 3.3. Let f (z) be differentiable at z0 and let $, f $(z0), and
w(z0 , 2z) be as in (3.0). Then given =>0 _$>0 so that &w(z0 , 2z)&<= &2z&
for &2z&<$.
Proof. This is clear by the definition of differentiability. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.4. Derivatives are unique.
Proof. Suppose (3.0) holds and that we also have f (z0+2z)=
f (z0)+ g(z0) 2z+u(z0 , 2z) where lim2z  0 (u(z0 , 2z)&2z&)=0. Then
\=>0 _$>0 so that &2z&<$ implies &( f $(z0)&g(z0))(2z&2z&)&<=.
We let 2z=r:i for r<$ and for i=1, 2, ..., n and conclude that
&( f $(z0)&g(z0)) :i&=0 for i=1, ..., n, hence f $(z0)=g(z0) since :1=1.
Q.E.D.
We also write Df (z) for f $(z).
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Theorem 3.5. (a) Differentiation is a (R[:], <) linear operation.
(b) If f (z)=;zm for m in N0 and ; # (R[:], <) then f $(z)=m;zm&1.
Proof. This theorem is a straightforward application of the definitions.
Q.E.D.
4. INTEGRATION, PART I
Our first goal is to develop a theory of integration for continuous func-
tions f (z) # 8(z).
Let #=#(t)=ni=1 #i (t) :i , t # [0, 1], be a path segment in R[:]n .
Let f (z) be continuous in some open region containing #. Let
P : 0=t0<t1< } } } <tm=1 be a partition of [0, 1] having norm
&P&=max0jm&1 |tj+1&tj |. We will use Sm to designate the set of all
partitions of [0, 1] into m parts. For P # Sm let {j , 0jm&1, be a set
of intermediate points where tj{j<tj+1. We use ( P, {) to designate the
partition and its set of intermediate points and
Tm=[( P, {) | P # Sm]
to designate the set of all partitions and intermediate points of [0, 1] into
m parts.
For ( P, {) # Tm set
_( f, #; P, {)= :
m&1
j=0
f (#({j))(#(tj+1)&#(tj)). (4.1)
(We will call these expressions ‘‘_-sums.’’)
If there exists ; # (R[:], <) so that \=>0 _$>0 such that
&_( f, #; P, {)&;&<= whenever &P&<$,
we will say that # f (z) dz exists and equals ;.
It follows that
|
#
1 dz=#(1)&#(0) (4.2)
for path segment #.
To evaluate the _-sums in (4.1), we need to find a bound for
& f (#({j))(#(tj+1)&#(tj))& for tj , {j # [0, 1]. Therefore we need the following
lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Let E and F be subsets of R[:]n and R[:]s respectively.
Then there exists a constant C (E, F ) so that for all ;1 # E, ;2 # F we have
&;1;2&C(E, F ) &;1& &;2&.
Proof. Let ;1=ni=1 bi :i # E and let ;2=j # JB, s cj :
j # F. Now, there
exists s$ # N and :i, j, k # R, 1in, j # JB, s , k # JB, s so that :i: j=
k # JB, s$ ai, j, k :
k # R[:]s$ .
Set C(E, F )=n |JB, s| |JB, s$| (max1in, j # JB, s , k # JB, s$ |ai, j, k| ). Then
&;1;2&=" :
n
i=1
:
j # JB, s
bicj :
k # JB, s$
ai, j, k :k"
&;1& &;2& " :
n
i=1
:
j # JB, s
:
k # JB, s$
ai, j, k:k"
C(E, F ) &;1& &;2&.
Q.E.D.
5. INTEGRATION, PART II
One of our goals is to prove the existence of the definite integral of a
continuous function f (z) # 8(z). The proof of this existence theorem will
depend on our establishing some elementary properties of (what we will
call) the sup-length of a curve. Let ;1 , ;2 # R[:]n . We define the sup-length
of the straight line segment joining the two points to be
&;2&;1&= sup
1in
|?i ( ;2)&?i ( ;1)|.
We use | ;2 & ;1| = - ni=1 (?i ( ;2) & ?i ( ;1))2 to designate the usual
Euclidean length between the two points. It follows that &;2&;1&
|;2&;1|. Let #=[#(t) | 0t1] be a polygonal line segment in R[:]n
consisting of straight line segments connecting #(ti) to #(ti+1) where t0=0,
tm=1, and ti<ti+1 for 0im&1. The sup-length of # is then defined to
be &#&=0im&1 &#(ti+1)&#(ti)&. It follows that &#&|#| where |#| is
the Euclidean length of #. Finally, if #=[#(t) | 0t1] is a path segment,
we define the sup-length of # to be
&#&= lim
m  
sup
P # Sm { :ti # P &#(ti+1)&#(ti)&= .
This limit exists because its sums are bounded above by the corresponding
Euclidean lengths. It also follows that &#&|#| for any path segment.
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For a function f (z) # 8(z) which is continuous in a region containing
path segment # we define
& f (z)&#=l.u.b.z$ # # & f (z$)&
and
&2f (z)&#=l.u.b.z$, z" # # & f (z$)&f (z")&,
where l.u.b. is the least upper bound. &2f (z)&# is called the oscillation of
f (z) on #. These least upper bounds exist by Corollary 3.2.
For Lemmas 5.15.4, f (z) # 8(z, s) will be a continuous function defined
in a region containing path segment #/R[:]n . The _-sums will lie in
(R[:], <)s$ for some s$s.
Lemma 5.1. Let ( P, {) # Sm , ( P$, {$) # Sm$ . Then
&_( f, #; P, {)&_( f, #; P$, t$)&2C(#, f (#)) &2f (z)&# &#&.
Proof. Let P" be the special partition t0=0, t1=1 with intermediate
point {". Then &_( f, #; P, {) & _( f, #; P", {")& = &m&1i=1 ( f ({i) & f ({"))
(#(ti+1)&#(ti))&C(#, f (#)) &2f(z)&# &#&. Hence &_( f, #; P, {)&_( f, #; P$, {$)&
&_( f, #; P, {)&_( f, #; P", {")&+&_( f, #; P$, {)&_( f, #; P"{")&2C(#, f (#))
&2f (z)&# &#&. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2. Let _m be a fixed _-sum based on ( P, {) # Tm and suppose
that the oscillations of f (z) on each of the m subsegments #i , i=1, ..., m, is
v0 . Let _m$ be a new _-sum derived from _m by adding new points of sub-
divisions and new intermediate points. Then
&_m&_m$&2C(#, f (#)) v0 &#&.
Proof. Lemma 5.1 holds for each of the m subsegments #i of the path,
so we have &_m&_m$&mi=1 2C(#, f (#)) &2f (z)&#i &#i&2C(#, f (#)) v0
mi=1 &#i&2C(#, f (#)) v0 &#&. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.3. Given =>0, there exists $>0 such that if _$ and _" are any
two _-sums defined by means of decompositions of the path into segments of
lengths less than $, then
&_$&_"&<=.
Proof. By uniform continuity, we can find $ so that & f (z$)&f (z")&<
=(4C(#1 , f (#)) &#&) whenever &z$&z"&<$ for any two points z$, z" # #.
We form a third _-sum _$$$ using the set of partitions and intermediate
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points of _$ and _". Hence by Lemma 5.2 we have &_$&_"&&_$&_$$$&+
&_$$$&_"&<=. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.4. Let _m , m1 be a sequence of _-sums so that the lengths
of all the path segments of the respective decompositions decrease uniformly
to zero as m  . Then limm   _m exists.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, the sequence [_m] is Cauchy. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.5. Let f (z) # 8(z) be continuous in some open region con-
taining path segment #. Then # f (z) dz exists.
Proof. By definition # f (z) dz=limm   _m . Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.6. Let ; # (R[:], <) and let # be a simple closed curve in
R[:]n . Then
(a) # ; dz=0 and
(b) # ;z dz=0.
Proof. (a) A typical summand looks like m&1i=0 ;(zi+1&zi). We can
factor out ; and the result follows from the fact that all such sums are iden-
tically 0.
(b) Again we can factor ; out from a typical _-sum and then the
proof is identical to the proof used when the algebra is the complex
numbers. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.7. Let f (z) be continuous in an open region containing path
segments #, #1 , #2 . As usual #1+#2 designates the ( possibly discontinuous)
‘‘path’’ of #1 followed by #2 .
(a) For successive path segments #1 , #2 we have #1+#2 f (z) dz=
#1 f (z) dz+#2 f (z) dz.
(This assertion is part definition and part theorem. In the case where
#1+#2 is discontinuous, this equality is a definition and in the case where
#1+#2 is continuous this equality is a theorem.)
(b) &# f (z) dz=&# f (z) dz where &# is the path segment # traversed
in the opposite direction.
(c) ; # f (z) dz=# ;f (z) dz for ; # R[:] if the integrals exist.
(d) # f1 (z)+f2 (z) dz=# f1 (z) dz+# f2 (z) dz if the integrals exist.
(Again, assertion (d) is part definition and part theorem. In the case where
f1 and f2 are continuous but f1+f2 is discontinuous, this is a definition and
where all three are continuous, this is a theorem.)
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Proof. The parts of this theorem are proved in exactly the same way as
they are proved for integrals of continuous complex valued functions of a
complex variable. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.8. Let f (z) # 8(z) be a function which is defined and con-
tinuous in an open region containing continuous path segment #.
Then &# f (z) dz&C(#, f (#)) & f (z)&# &#&.
Proof. For a typical _-sum we have
" :
m&1
j=0
f (#({j))(#(tj+1)&#(tj))" :
m&1
j=0
& f (#({j))(#(tj+1)&#(tj))&
 :
m&1
j=0
C(#, f (#)) & f (#({j))& &#(tj+1)&#(tj)&
C(#, f (#)) & f (z)&# &#&.
Q.E.D.
The next theorem (roughly speaking) states that # f (z) dz is a con-
tinuous function of #. To prove this theorem we will first need to define
what it means for two paths to be ‘‘close.’’
Definition 5.9. Two continuous path segments #1 , #2 in R[:]n will
be said to be within $ of one another if there exist homeomorphisms
g1 (t), g2 (t) : [0, 1]  [0, 1] so that &#1 ( g1 (t))&#2 ( g2 (t))&<$ \t # [0, 1].
We will represent this relationship by writing &#1&#2&<$.
Theorem 5.10. Let f (z) be continuous in a simply connected region
G/R[:]n . Given =>0 there exists $>0 so that &#1 f (z) dz&#2 f (z) dz&
<= whenever #1 , #2 are 2 continuous path segments in G that are within $ of
one another.
Proof. By uniform continuity, given =1>0 there exists $1>0 so that
& f (z)&f (z$)&<=1 whenever &z&z$&<$1 . Letting #1 and #2 be within $1 of
one another, we have that ’(t)=f (#1 ( g1 (t)))&f (#2 ( g2 (t))) is such that
&’(t)&<=1 for all t # [0, 1].
Let ( P, {) # Tm be a partition and set of intermediate points of [0, 1].
For ( P, {) and for j=1, 2, set
;j=|
#j
f (z) dz& :
m&1
i=0
f (#j ( gj ({i)))[#j ( gj (ti+1))&#j ( gj (ti))].
Since the #j are continuous and since f (z) is continuous and integrable,
given =1>0 there exists $2>0 so that &;j&<=1 for any partition having
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&P&<$2 . Hence for $=min[$1 , $2] we have &’(t)&<=1 , &;1&<=1 and
&;2&<=1 .
Hence
"|#1 f (z) dz&|#2 f (z) dz"<2=1
+" :
m&1
i=0
[[ f (#2 ( g2 ({i)))+’({i)][#1 ( g1 (ti+1))&#1 ( g1(ti))]
&f (#2 ( g2 ({i)))[#2 ( g2 (ti+1))&#2 ( g2 (ti))]]"
=2=1+" :
m&1
i=0
[ f (#2 ( g2 ({i)))][[#1 ( g1 (ti+1))&#1 ( g1 (ti))]
&[#2 ( g2 (ti+1))&#2 ( g2 (ti))]]
+ :
m&1
i=0
’({i)[#1 ( g1 (ti+1)&#1(g1(ti))]"
2=1+C(#, f (#)) & f (z)&#2 &[#1 ( g1 (1))&#1 ( g1 (0))]
&[#2 ( g2(1))&#2(g2(0))]&+C(#, f (#)) &’(t)&[0, 1] &#&
2=1+2$C(#, f (#)) & f (z)&#2+C(#, f (#)) &#& =1 .
Since this last expression can be made arbitrarily small, we have the con-
clusion of Theorem 5.10. Q.E.D.
6. INTEGRATION 3
We are following Goursat’s method of proving Cauchy’s Integral
Theorem as presented in Knopp’s book [4]. Accordingly, we first prove
Cauchy’s Integral Theorem for triangles, then for polygons, and finally for
arbitrary closed paths. (These words on occasion refer to the boundary of
a region and on other occasions to the region plus its boundary.)
Theorem 6.1. Let f (z) # 8(z) be a continuous and differentiable function
defined in a simply connected region G/R[:]n containing closed path #.
Then # f (z) dz=0.
Proof of Part I (For Triangles Lying Totally in G). We divide triangle
# into four congruent triangles #1, #2, #3, #4 (by bisecting the sides of #)
where #i/G, i=1, 2, 3, 4. So # f (z) dz=4i=1 #i f (z) dz. Therefore
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&# f (z) dz&4 &#1 f (z) dz& where #1 is defined to be a subtriangle which
satisfies &#i f (z) dz&&#1 f (z) dz& for i=1, 2, 3, 4. We also have that
(diameter of #1)=&z&#1=
1
2&z&# . We subdivide triangle #1 into four con-
gruent subtriangles in the same way as triangle #, giving rise to four sub-
triangles lying in G. We define #2 to be any subtriangle having the property
&#1 f (z) dz&4 &#2 f (z) dz&. We also have that &#2&=
1
2&#1&. Hence
&# f (z) dz&16 &#2 f (z) dz& and &#&2=
1
4 &#&. Continuing in this manner,
we obtain a sequence of triangles #m so that &# f (z) dz4m &#m f (z) dz&
and &#m&=(12m) &#&. Since the diameters go to zero there can be only one
point in common to all the triangles (say z0) and z0 lies in G.
Now let = be an arbitrarily small positive. Since f (z) is differentiable at
z0 , we can find $>0 so that f (z)=f (z0)+f $(z0)(z&z0)+w(z0 , z&z0)
where &w(z0 , z&z0)&<= &z&z0& for all &z&z0&<$. Then Theorems 5.6
and 5.8 imply that
"#m f (z) dz"="#m w(z0 , z&z0) dz"<C(#, f (#)) &w(z0 , z&z0)&#m &#m&
<C(#, f (#)) = &z&z0&#m &#m&<C(#, f (#)) = $pm
<C(#, f (#)) =
p2m
2
,
where pm is the perimeter of the triangle #m . Letting p denote the perimeter
of # we compute that pm=p2m . Hence &# f (z) dz&<((C(#, f (#)) =)2) p2.
Since = is an arbitrarily small positive number, we get that &# f (z) dz&=0
and so # f (z) dz=0. This completes the proof for Part I.
Proof of Part II (For Polygons Lying Totally in G). Since G is an open
set, we can decompose the polygon into a finite number of triangles, each
lying totally within G. # f (z) dz is then the sum of the integrals on the
boundaries of the triangles. Hence # f (z) dz=0 by Part I. This completes
the proof for Part II.
Proof of Part III (For Arbitrary Closed Curves Lying Totally within
G). We can approximate the closed path arbitrarily closely by using
inscribed polygons lying totally within G. By Part II, the integral over the
boundary of each of these polygons is 0. # f (z) dz=0 then follows from
Theorem 5.10. Q.E.D.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Cauchy’s Integral Theorem for complex variables and the results of Good
[1], Waterhouse [2], and Pedersen [5] are special cases of Theorem 6.1.
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Another obvious corollary of Theorem 6.1 is that for an arbitrary
algebra we have # f (z) dz=0 where f (z) is a polynomial and # is any
closed path.
In a later paper we will consider the more difficult Cauchy’s Integral
Theorem for continuous, differentiable functions mapping R[:]n into
infinite dimensional subspaces of
R[[:]]={ :k # N0n bk:
k | bk # R, k=(k1 , ..., kn) # N n0= .
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